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Abstract: With the increasing development of self-powered wearable electronic devices, there is a
growing interest in thermoelectric generators (TEGs). To achieve more comprehensive and reliable
functionality of wearable devices, improving the power generation performance of thermoelectric
devices will be the key. It has been shown that integrating a heat sink at the cold end of the
TEG increases the effective temperature difference and, thus, maximizes the power output of the
thermoelectric device. However, the space left for the power supply is often limited. How to optimize
the integrated system of micro-thermoelectric generators and heat sinks in a height-confined space
has become the key. In this study, we have established a corresponding model using a numerical
calculation method, systematically studied the influence of TEG geometric size on the number of fins
and fin height, and determined the optimal number of fins for the highest equivalent convective heat
transfer coefficient corresponding to different fin heights. We also conducted the co-design of TEG
and fin topological structure to study the effects of the ratio of leg height to fin height (l/H), the width
of legs (w), and the number of thermoelectric leg pairs (N) on the maximum output power density
per unit area (Pm1) and the maximum output power density per unit mass (Pm2) of the device. When
N = 16, w = 0.3 mm, l/H = 2.5 (that is, l = 3.57 mm, H = 1.43 mm), and Pm1 reaches the maximum
value of 30.5 µW/cm2; When N = 2, l/H = 0.25 and w = 0.3 mm, and Pm2 reaches a maximum value of
5.12 mW/g. The measured values of the open-circuit voltages of fabricated micro-TEGs with different
thermoelectric leg heights (l = 0.49 mm, l = 1.38 mm, and l = 1.88 mm) are basically consistent with
the simulated values. When N = 2, l = 0.49 mm, H = 3.74 mm, and w = 0.85 mm, and Pm2 reaches
0.44 mW/g. The results provide insights into the optimal design of wearable micro thermoelectric
generator working in a height-confined space and highlight the importance of co-designing TEGs
and fin topological structures for optimizing their performance.

Keywords: micro thermoelectric generator; wearable device; finite element simulation; heat sink;
power density

1. Introduction

Wearable micro-electronic devices have become increasingly popular across various
fields, including health monitoring [1,2], implantable medical devices [3–5], Internet of
Things [6,7], and intelligent sensors [8–10]. However, a significant limitation of traditional
wearable devices is their limited battery capacity which necessitates frequent recharging.
This may harm the product performance and user experience of micro-electronic systems.
To overcome this challenge, self-powered technology has emerged as a promising solu-
tion. By harnessing energy from the environment, such as light [11–13], heat [14–16], and
vibration [17,18], self-powered technology can provide a continuous energy source for
micro-electronic devices, thereby eliminating the need for external power supplies. This is
particularly advantageous for wearable devices, which require a reliable and convenient
energy source to sustain their operation.
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Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) enable the direct conversion of thermal energy and
electrical energy by utilizing carrier motion in solid materials. The advantages of TEGs,
including compactness, stability, silence, absence of moving parts, and environmental
friendliness, have made them an attractive option for a wide range of applications [19–21].
In particular, there is a growing interest in utilizing TEGs for developing self-powered
wearable devices [22–24]. Recent research has demonstrated that TEGs are capable of
providing sufficient power to operate different body sensors. This breakthrough has
opened up new possibilities for developing wearable devices that are self-sufficient and
do not require external power sources. TEGs can be integrated into a range of wearable
devices, including smartwatches, fitness trackers, and medical monitors, to provide a
reliable and continuous source of power. Wang et al. designed a wearable thermoelectric
generator with a flexible printed circuit board (FPCB) as its substrate. The results show
that the TEG can provide power for a three-axis micro accelerometer to detect body motion
when the temperature difference is 18 K [25]. Torfs et al. have implemented a wearable
wireless dual-channel EEG system driven entirely by human heat that generates more than
2 mW of power at 23 ◦C [26]. Mohsen et al. has developed a photoelectric-thermoelectric
hybrid system to power medical sensors, which can be used to monitor body temperature,
heartbeat, and blood oxygen saturation in real time [27].

In order to realize the full potential of wearable devices, it is crucial to improve the
power generation performance of TEGs. This requires maintaining a sufficient temperature
difference to achieve high open-circuit voltage and power density in TEGs. One effective
way to achieve this temperature difference is to install a heat dissipation device at the
cold end of the TEG. This can enhance the effective temperature difference, allowing for
maximum power output [28–32]. A fin radiator is a common semi-active heat dissipation
device with a simple structure and low price. Chen et al. considered a thermoelectric
module without fins as well as with plate fins and square pin fins. The results show
that the installation of both plate fins and square pin fins can significantly enhance waste
heat collection [33]. Garud et al. studied six different fin structures and compared their
temperature distribution, pressure drop, net power output, overall efficiency, and stress.
The heat exchanger with an oblique fin and vertical fin has higher net power output and
overall efficiency [34]. Abdelhadi et al. compared the effects of fin material and geometry
on heat dissipation capacity. It reveals that the shape and design of the heat sink is very
important for transporting heat from the top to the bottom, but the complex design brings
high costs and is difficult to industrialize [35]. Kim et al. studied the optimal number and
thickness of fins for thermoelectric power generation and proposed a modified thermal
resistance equation to predict the heat transfer characteristics of plate fins used for heat
absorption in TEGs [36]. Quan et al. evaluated the influence of the internal topology and
fin parameters on the heat transfer and power output of the TEG system. It reveals that
increasing the fin length and width is beneficial to the maximum output power. Reducing
the fin spacing helps to increase the maximum power of the TEG system [37].

In wearable electronic devices, the space left for power is often limited (as shown in
Figure 1). When the total height of the TE leg and heat dissipation fins is fixed, it is critical to
optimize the topology of TEG system for maximum power output. Numerical simulation is
a convenient, economical, and effective way. In this study, we use finite element numerical
simulation to cooperatively design the topology of thermoelectric generator and fins. The
inherent non-linear temperature dependence of TE materials and related effects, including
Seebeck, Peltier, Thomson, and irreversible Joule heating are all considered. The effects
of the ratio of TE leg height to fin height (l/H), TE leg width (w), and the number of leg
pairs (N) on the maximum output power density of the device are investigated. Finally, the
corresponding TEG is compiled, and the simulation results are verified.
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Figure 1. (a) The structure of wearable TEG in a height-confined space; (b) schematic of thermal
resistance from skin to environment; (c) integrated design of TEG and heat dissipation fin with fixed
overall height.

2. Experimental
2.1. Simulation Modeling

In this work, the finite element method employed in the ANSYS Workbench platform
was used to study the distribution of temperature, the open-circuit voltage (Voc), and the
maximum output power (Pmax) of TEGs with various parameters.

Ignoring thermal losses, when an external load resistor is connected to the TE module,
the output power is expressed as

P =

(
Voc

RL+Rin

)2
× RL (1)

where RL is the external load resistance and Rin is the TE module’s internal resistance.

2.2. Governing Equations for Thermoelectric Analysis

The governing equation of heat flow in a TEG module can be expressed as [38]

ρC
∂T
∂t

+∇ · q =
.
q, (2)

where C is the specific heat capacity, ρ is the density, T is absolute temperature, q is the heat
flux vector, and

.
q is the heat generation rate per unit volume.

And the continuity equation of electric charge can be written as [38]

∇ ·
(

J +
∂D
∂t

)
= 0, (3)

where J is the electric current density vector, and D is the electric flux density vector.
Equations (1) and (2) are coupled by the set of thermoelectric constitutive equations as

follows [39]:
q = T[α] · J− [κ] · ∇T, (4)

J = [σ] · (E− [α] · ∇T), (5)
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where [α] is the Seebeck coefficient matrix, [κ] is the thermal conductivity matrix, and [σ]
is the electrical conductivity matrix. The electric field intensity vector E is irrotational
(∇× E = 0), and can be derived from the electric scalar potential:

E = −∇ϕ. (6)

The equation for a dielectric medium can be expressed as

D = [ε] · E, (7)

where [ε] is the dielectric permittivity matrix.
Substituting Equations (3) and (4) into Equations (1) and (2) produces a system of

coupled equations of thermoelectricity:

ρC
∂T
∂t

+∇ · (T[α] · J)−∇ · ([κ] · ∇T) =
.
q, (8)

∇ ·
(
[ε] · ∇∂ϕ

∂t

)
+∇ · ([σ] · [α] · ∇T) +∇ · ([σ] · ∇ϕ) = 0, (9)

where
.
q includes the electric power J·E spent on Joule heating and on work against the

Seebeck field [α] ∇T.
If the simulation is based on the steady-state model and materials properties of all

components are considered to be isotropic, Equations (7) and (8) can be simplified as

∇ · (TαJ)−∇ · (κ∇T) =
.
q, (10)

∇ · (σα∇T) +∇ · (σ∇ϕ) = 0. (11)

2.3. Discrete Calculation Process of Finned Heat Sink

The section diagram of the fin structure can be referred to the Figure 3a. The starting
point for calculating the temperature is the bottom temperature (Tbase) of the finned radiator
base. The qualitative temperature (T) can be obtained by taking the average of the ambient
temperature (Tm) and the bottom temperature of the finned radiator base, as expressed:

T = (T base+Tm)/2 (12)

To determine whether natural convective heat transfer on the uncovered upper surface
of the fin radiator base is limited, the ratio of fin spacing (S) to fin height (H) is used as a
criterion [40].

When S/H ≤ 0.28, Incropera et al. [41] proposed to use Grbase as a criterion to for
calculating the convective heat transfer coefficient h across different ranges of Gr:

Nubase= 1, Grbase ≤ 2430
Nubase = 0.212× (Grbase×Prbase )

0.25, 1.0× 104 ≤ Grbase ≤ 4.6× 105,
Nubase = 0.061× (Grbase×Prbase )

1/3, Grbase> 4.6× 105,
(13)

Grbase =
g× β×(Tbase − Tm)×H3

ν2 , (14)

hbase =
Nubase×kair

H
(15)

where Nubase, Grbase, Prbase, kair , β, ν represent the Nusselt number, Grashof number,
Prandtl number, thermal conductivity, volumetric expansion coefficient, and kinematic
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viscosity of air at qualitative temperature, respectively. The characteristic scale is taken as
the fin height H and g is the gravitational acceleration which is 9.8 m/s2.

When S/H > 0.28, Incropera et al. [41] used Rayleigh number Rabase= Grbase×Prbase
as a criterion to obtain convective heat transfer coefficient in different ranges of Ra:

Nubase= 1, Rabase < 2× 104

Nubase = 0.54×(Grbase ×Prbase )
0.25, 1.0× 105 ≤ Rabase ≤ 2× 107,

Nubase = 0.14×(Grbase×Prbase )
1/3, 2× 107 ≤ Rabase ≤ 3× 1010,

(16)

Grbase =
g× β×(Tbase − Tm )× lbase

3

ν2 , (17)

hbase =
Nubase ×kair

lbase
(18)

lbase =
S× L

2× (S + L)
(19)

where lbase is the characteristic length, and S and L are the spacing and length of the fins.
To calculate convective heat transfer in the middle of the fin, Bar-Cohen et al. [42] ex-

tended the Elenbass empirical correlation equation and proposed the following calculation
process:

Nufin =

 576(
ηfin×Rafin

)2 +
2.873(

ηfin×Rafin

)0.5


−0.5

, (20)

Rafin =
g× β×(Tbase − Tm)×Prbase ×S4

L× ν2 , (21)

ηfin =
tan h(m× H∼)

m× H∼
, (22)

m =

√(
hfin×2× (L + t)

)
/(k fin×L× t) (23)

H∼= H + t/2 (24)

hfin =
Nufin×kair

S
(25)

where ηfin is the fin efficiency, the characteristic scale is taken as the fin spacing S, t is the
thickness of a single fin, and kfin is the thermal conductivity of the fin. To improve the
accuracy of convective heat transfer coefficient calculation in fin structures, a closed−loop
calculation program is proposed, as detailed in Method in Supplementary Material.

The convection heat transfer mechanism of the end fins is relatively straightforward.
Incropera et al. [41] provided a formula for convection heat transfer under varying Gr
ranges, based on Gredge criterion:

Nuedge= 0.59×
(

Gredge× Prbase

)0.25
, 1.43× 104 ≤ Gredge ≤ 3× 109,

Nuedge = 0.0292×
(

Gredge× Prbase

)0.39
, 3× 109 ≤ Gredge ≤ 2× 1010,

Nuedge = 0.11×
(

Gredge×Prbase

)1/3
, Gredge> 2× 1010,

(26)

Gredge =
g× β×(Tbase×−Tm)×H3

ν2 , (27)
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hedge =
Nuedge×km

H
(28)

Finally, the total heat dissipation Q of the radiator can be obtained as follows.

Qbase= hbase× (n− 1)× S× L×(Tbase − Tm ), (29)

Qfin = hfin× (n− 1)× 2× H × L×(Tbase − Tm ), (30)

Qedge = hedge× 2× H × L×(Tbase − Tm ). (31)

MATLAB was used to implement the logical calculations described above, and the
program code is provided in the Supplementary Materials. In order to normalize the
comparison of the heat dissipation capacity of the heat sink, the convective heat transfer
coefficient per unit area (ha) and the equivalent convective heat transfer coefficient of the
fin (heff) were defined as follows.

ha= Q/(n− 1)× S× L + 2n× H × (t + L)+n× L× t)/(Tbase − Tm ), (32)

heff= Q/(W × L)/(Tbase − Tm ). (33)

2.4. Boundary Conditions Setting

TEGs are usually packaged before being put into use. Therefore, their interior can
be approximately regarded as being in a vacuum state. In order to simplify the calcu-
lation module and eliminate some unimportant factors, this study makes several basic
assumptions for numerical simulation:

(1) Heat radiation influence near room temperature is ignored;
(2) Heat loss inside TEG caused by thermal convection can be ignored;
(3) Body surface temperature is set at 34 ◦C;
(4) Natural convection working environment of fin radiator is dry air at one standard

atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature kept constant at 25 ◦C;
(5) Heat loss between heat sink and TEG cold end is negligible, i.e., temperature of fin

baseplate equals that of cold end of TEG (Tc = Tbase);
(6) Difference in fin surface convective heat transfer coefficient along fin height direction

in fin group is small due to certain range of fin height and, thus, regarded as uniform
for convenience of calculation;

(7) After heat dissipation reaches stability, the temperature gap of the lower surface of
the fin radiator base is small and, thus, regarded as uniform.

2.5. Micro-TEG Fabricating

In this work, we have opted for the traditional π-type structure of thermoelectric
generators (TEGs), consisting of p-type and n-type TE legs that are electrically connected in
series and thermally connected in parallel. The heat sink features the most commonly used
finned structure, fabricated from Cu material. In terms of the thermoelectric legs, we have
utilized p-type Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3 and n-type Bi2Se0.2Te2.8 materials, and their properties are
shown in Figure S1. The density of p- and n-type materials is 6.79 g/cm3 and 7.82 g/cm3,
respectively. We have followed the micro-TEG fabrication process in Figure S2, which is
consistent with our prior research work [43], to ensure the reliability and reproducibility of
our experimental results.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Geometry Design of Finned Heat Sink

Based on the relevant formula regarding convective heat transfer of the fin, as detailed
in Section 2.3, it can be inferred that the temperature difference between the fin base and the
ambient surroundings (θ = Tbase − Tm) is a key factor that influences the heat dissipation
capacity of the system, as illustrated in Figure 2a. To investigate the impact of various
geometric parameters on θ, we have established models with different TE leg widths (w),
leg heights (l), and the number of leg pairs (N). As shown in Figure 2b, when the number
of thermoelectric legs remains constant, the temperature difference θ increases with the
widening of w, while it decreases with the heightening of l. Additionally, when the number
of TE leg pairs increases from 2 to 16, the temperature difference θ demonstrates a notable
increase. Within the range of geometric dimensions of the corresponding device, θ ranges
from approximately 3 to 8 K.
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We conducted further analysis on the effect of the temperature difference θ on the
heat dissipation capacity of the heat sink, as well as the equivalent convective heat trans-
fer coefficient heff and convective heat transfer coefficient per unit area ha, respectively
(Figures 3a, S3 and S4). In order to normalize the results, we used the equivalent convective
heat transfer coefficient heff as an indicator of the heat dissipation capacity of heat sinks
with different geometric parameters. The difference of corresponding surface area between
heff and ha is represented by different colors in Figure 3a. We found that the heff of heat
sinks with different fin numbers (n) (Figure 3b) and fin heights (H) (Figure 3c) are basically
the same when θ increases from 4 K to 7 K. Therefore, the influence of the geometric size
of the device on the heat dissipation capacity of the heat sink is negligible. In addition,
we investigated the impact of the number of fins and fin heights on heff (Figure 3d,e). As
presented in Figure 3d, with the increase of the number of fins, the heff initially increases
to a certain value and then decreases sharply. The number of fins with a sudden drop
decreases as the fin height increases. Moreover, Figure 3e shows that heff initially increased
slowly with increasing fin height, sharply decreased at a certain point, and then increased
slowly again. The above related laws are in line with the related theories of heat transfer.
The fin height of the fin structure parameters of the fin radiator can effectively affect the
natural convection heat transfer area, and the number of fins can effectively affect the air
flow between the fins during natural convection heat dissipation [33].

Finally, we have conducted a comprehensive study on the impact of geometric param-
eters of fins on the temperature difference (θ) and heat dissipation capacity of a heat sink, as
presented in our results. We have identified the optimal combination of geometric parame-
ters of fins for achieving the highest heat dissipation capacity of the heat sink. Specifically,
we have sorted out the optimal number of fins for the highest equivalent convective heat
transfer coefficient (heff) corresponding to different fin heights, as illustrated in Figure 3f.
Our findings reveal that the optimal number of fins gradually decreases as the fin height
increases. These results provide valuable insights into the design and optimization of heat
sinks and the impact of geometric parameters on the heat dissipation capacity.
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3.2. Cooperative Optimization Design of the Overall Structure of TEG and Fin

After determining the optimal number of fins for the highest equivalent convective
heat transfer coefficient, we conducted further studies to investigate the effects of various
geometric parameters on the performance of the device. Specifically, we explored the
impact of the ratio of leg height to fin height (l/H, where l + H = 5 mm), leg width (w),
and number of leg pairs (N) on the maximum output power density per unit area (Pm1)
(Figure 4) and the maximum output power density per unit mass (Pm2) (Figure 5) of the
device, as well as the temperature difference at both ends of the device (∆T) (Figure S5).
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Notably, we observed that the temperature difference (∆T) decreased with an increase
in both the number of leg pairs (N) and leg width (w), while it increased with an increase in
l/H (Figure S5). The peak Pm1 corresponding to different l/H and w is marked with red
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box in Figure 4. When N = 2, 4, the Pm1 tends to obtain optimal value at both large l/H
and w (Figure 4a,b); When N = 8, the Pm1 first increases and then decreases with l/H as
w = 0.3 mm, and the Pm1 monotonously increases with l/H as w = 0.4~0.6 mm (Figure 4c);
However, the trends are different when N = 16, 32. The Pm1 increases monotonously
with the increase of l/H, and decreases monotonously with the increase of w (Figure 4d,e).
Specifically, when N = 16, w = 0.3 mm, the optimal l/H is 2.5 (i.e., l = 3.57 mm, H = 1.43 mm),
and the corresponding Pm1 reaches the highest value of 30.5 µW/cm2. We compared the
optimized simulation results with those previously reported in Table 1. As can be seen,
radiators do greatly improve the performance of thermoelectric devices. Our optimized
results are also at the forefront of research.

Table 1. Comparison between different TEG systems mentioned in the literature.

Authors Output Power Density Condition TEG Location Ref.

Wang et al. 0.3 µW/cm2 No heat sink, ∆T = 5 K Wrist [25]
Kim et al. 2.28 µW/cm2 No heat sink Wrist [44]
Shi et al. 4.07 µW/cm2 No heat sink Wrist [45]

Leonov et al. 20 µW/cm2 Very large heat sink Wrist [46]
Suarez et al. 20 µW/cm2 Pin Radiator with no air flow Wrist [47]
Hong et al. 25.1 µW/cm2 No heat sink, under cold condition Forearm [48]
Tang et al. 30.5 µW/cm2 Finned Radiator, natural convection Wrist This Work

In addition to the maximum output power density per unit area (Pm1), we also
evaluated the maximum output power density per unit mass (Pm2) of the device, which is
a crucial factor in determining the price–performance ratio of the device. (Here, we mainly
calculated the weight of TE material.) As can be seen in Figure 5, the Pm2 of the device
decreases monotonously with the increase of eg height-to-fin height ratio l/H, leg width w,
and a number of leg pairs N. Specifically, the peak Pm2 was observed when N = 2, l/H = 0.25
and w = 0.3 mm, reaching the highest value of 5.12 mW/g. The price–performance ratio
of the device is an essential consideration for practical applications. Our results suggest
that, from a cost perspective, it may be advantageous to choose a device with a lower l/H,
narrower leg width, and a smaller number of leg pairs to achieve a higher Pm2. These
findings provide important insights for the design and optimization of thermoelectric
devices with improved efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

3.3. Verification of Simulation Results by Micro-TEG

In order to determine the credibility of the simulation results, several sets of controlled
experiments were conducted. The existing thermoelectric leg size in the laboratory is w
= 0.85 mm. To make it convenient and cost-effective, a device with N = 2 and heat sinks
with different fin heights were designed. As shown in Figure 6, the measured values of the
open-circuit voltages of three devices with different thermoelectric leg heights (l = 0.49 mm,
l = 1.38 mm, l = 1.88 mm) are basically consistent with the simulated values under the
condition of no heat sink and the heat sink with fins of corresponding height. With the
addition of heat sinks, the performance of the device was significantly improved. When
N = 2, l = 0.49 mm, H = 3.74 mm, w = 0.85 mm, and Pm2 reaches 0.44 mW/g, which is
11 times higher than that before adding the heat sink. Since the heat loss between the
radiator and the device is ignored in the simulation process, the calculated output power of
the device is slightly higher than the measured value, while the error is within the allowable
range. It can be seen that the simulation results are credible enough.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, we optimized the design and integrated manufacturing of a wear-
able micro-thermoelectric generator in a height-confined space. The effects of geometric
parameters of thermoelectric generator (TEG) on the number of fins and fin height are
systematically studied by numerical simulation. The optimal number of fins to obtain the
highest equivalent convective heat transfer coefficient was determined under different fin
heights. Our findings reveal that the geometric size of the device has a negligible effect on
the heat dissipation capacity of the heat sink, and the optimal number of fins decreases
gradually as the fin height increases.

Moreover, a co-design of TEG and fin topological structure was performed to examine
the influence of the ratio of leg height to fin height (l/H), leg width (w), and number of
thermoelectric leg pairs (N) on the maximum output power density per unit area (Pm1),
and the maximum output power density per unit mass (Pm2) of the device. Notably, when
N = 16, w = 0.3 mm, l/H = 2.5 (i.e., l = 3.57 mm and H = 1.43 mm), and Pm1 reaches the
maximum value of 30.5 µW/cm2; When N = 2, l/H = 0.25 and w = 0.3 mm, Pm2 reaches a
maximum value of 5.12 mW/g. To verify the simulation results, we have fabricated micro-
TEGs and measured the open-circuit voltages of TEGs with different thermoelectric leg
heights (l = 0.49 mm, l = 1.38 mm, and l = 1.88 mm). The measured values were consistent
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with the simulated values. Additionally, we found that Pm2 reached a maximum value of
0.44 mW/g when N = 2, l = 0.49 mm, H = 3.74 mm, and w = 0.85 mm.

Overall, our study provides insights into the optimal design of wearable micro ther-
moelectric generators working in a height-confined space and highlights the importance of
co-designing TEGs and fin topological structures for optimizing their performance. Ad-
ditionally, future improvements in material properties and the development of advanced
technological means will result in less restrictive optimization strategies.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app13106156/s1, Figure S1: Temperature dependent properties
of p-type Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3 and n-type Bi2Se0.2Te2.8 thermoelectric materials: (a) absolute value of Seebeck
coefficient; (b) electrical conductivity; (c) thermal conductivity; Figure S2: The manufacturing process
flow chart of the micro device; Figure S3: The relationship among the convective heat transfer
coefficient per unit area (ha), fin height (H) and number of fins under different temperature difference
(θ) between fin base and the ambient: (a) θ = 4 K, (b) θ = 5 K, (c) θ = 6 K, (d) θ = 7 K, and (e) θ = 8 K;
Figure S4: The relationship among the equivalent convective heat transfer coefficient (heff), fin height
(H) and number of fins under different temperature difference (θ) between fin base and the ambient:
(a) θ = 4 K, (b) θ = 5 K, (c) θ = 6 K, (d) θ = 7 K, and (e) θ = 8 K; Figure S5: The relationship among the
temperature difference between the two ends of the device (∆T), the ratio of leg height to fin height
(l/H), leg width (w) with different number of leg pairs: (a) 2, (b) 4, (c) 8, (d) 16, and (e) 32.
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